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Let 0 be a compact Abelian topological group with dual S on 
which there is given an order relation " < " compatible with the group 
structure. For ££H and 0£@ we denote by ft, 6) the value of the 
character £ at d. dd denotes Haar measure on © so normalized that 
© has measure 1. A0 is the class of those f unctions ƒ (0) of the form 

ƒ(*) = £/ft)ft,«) 

for which ||/||0 is finite where 

ll/l|o = E | / ( ö | . 

Note that 

'ft) = f f(fiX-i,0)M. 
J © 

DEFINITION 1. A Banach algebra A of complex functions on © is 
said to be of type -5 if: 

1. ACAo, and | | / | | o^ | | / | | for a l l / G ^ 
2. (£, 6) G^4 for every £ £ E , and finite linear combinations of (£, 0)'s 

are dense in A ; 
3. fGA, geAo and | é ( ö | è | f ( ö | for all £ implies gGA and ||g|| 

mi 
Henceforth every algebra A considered will be of type S. 
Let us introduce the following families of operators: 

1 Research supported in part by the United States National Science Foundation 
under Grant No. GP-2089. 
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It is apparent, using property 3 of Definition 1, that for all rj £H 
E+(rj) and E~(rj) are linear operators on A (considered as a Banach 
space) of norm 1. 

Let cÇîA. We define a linear operator Wt on E+(0)A by 

Wtf= E+(0)cf, fEE+(0)A. 

Similarly 

W7f=E~(0)cf, fEE~(0)A. 

Wt and Wj are called the Wiener-Hopf operators associated with c. 
We shall say that cEWH(A) if both Wt and WT have bounded in
verses. We next introduce finite section Wiener-Hopf operators. For 
rçêO let 

Wt(a)f = E~(v)E
+(0)cf, ƒ G ^ ) / ( 0 ) i , 

and 

W7(v)f = E+(-v)E-(0)cf, ƒ G E+(-*)£~(0)i4. 

Wt(v) and WrO?) are bounded linear operators on the Banach spaces 
E-(r))E+(0)A and E+(—n)Er(0)A respectively. 

Our principal result is roughly that if "infinite section" Wiener-
Hopf operators Wt and WT both have (bounded) inverses, then so 
do Wt(v) and WT(V) if V is large enough. Before stating this precisely 
let us introduce some notation. For f(0)EA, 

ƒ(*) = ]£ '(Öft ,*), 

let 

It follows from 3 of Definition 1 that ƒ G-4, and \\f\\ =||/| |. We will 
write 

if/, gGA and if 

I 'ft) I ^ I *ft) I for all J G S. 

THEOREM 2. Le/ c(Q)EWH(A). Then there exists rç+^0 in S, am? 
C+ = Cj. in A, such that ifrj^rj+ and if fEE~(rj)E+(0)A then 

a. f*< [WÎMfM 
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and ifrj^rj^ the range of W£(rj) is E-(rj)E+(0)A. This implies in par
ticular that Wt(ri)-1 exists and 

b. K(*nisiicîii. 
There is a similar result associated with Wr(rj). 
Conclusion b. of Theorem 2 was proved by Baxter in [3] for the 

special case when @ is the real numbers modulo 1, and S is the addi
tive group of integers, and when the algebra A is of Beurling-Gelfand 
type. Using his result Baxter obtained a very detailed and precise 
theory of Szegö polynomials on T. See [ l ] and [2], and also [4]. 
Using Theorem 2 we can extend this theory to the groups and alge
bras described above. 

In conclusion I would like to express my indebtedness to and my 
admiration of Professor Baxter's work. 
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